
The “Cut & Paste” Method

By Newton R. Ferguson

The “Cut & Paste” method is the more recent of

the two common methods used and in a poll

conducted by one online intarsia group was

found to be slightly more popular than the

“Trace” method.

We can’t really be sure of the reasons for this,

but certainly the ease of making multiple

copies of the plans - or printing your own if you

use downloaded ones - has had an effect.

Add to this the availability of spray glue

- as shown in a moment - and you

can see why some consider this to

be easier. We’re going to use the

method to make the fellow on the

right which I call “Happy Flower”. If you want to follow along and actually make the piece

now, full size plans are available by clicking here.

1. Make copies

First I make several copies of the original which I’m

going to cut up. With some plans this is just a case of

popping down your local copy shop. Others - such as

those offered by Intarsia

Designs - come printed

as separate pieces so

you can skip this stage.

2. Backing

Next, I cut out one of the copies and use a spray adhesive to

apply it to a 1/4” thick piece of plywood which has been cut
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roughly to size. A light coating is all that’s necessary because

we’ll be removing it later. Use the normal spray - the ones

specifically for photos or exhibitions are too sticky.

Plywood is my personal preference. Any type of thin material

will work as long as it’s strong enough to hold the final project.

MDF is another popular choice.

3. Cut the pattern into pieces

Using the copies I made I cut out

each individual piece. This is much easier if the pattern you have

is made with all of the pieces printed separately.

4. Choose your wood

Next, choose the piece of wood you want to use. Here I’m going to

cut the leaves and stem so I chose a piece of poplar which -

although it doesn’t show very well in this picture - has a green

streak in it. I’ve laid out the pattern pieces face down and will apply

a light coat of spray adhesive to the back.

5. Applying the pattern

While the pattern pieces are still tacky, press them firmly onto

the wood. When you do this, observe the grain direction and

shade of wood and line up the pattern pieces the way they will

look best when cut.

This is one of the most important aspects of intarsia. Grain

direction and shade make a great deal of difference and most

plans you buy have a suggested grain direction marked on

them. It’s not shown on these pictures because these are my

original drawings before the plan was made.

6. Cutting the pieces

Using a scroll saw I’ve now cut the two

leaves and the stem. Careful cutting will

reduce, if not eliminate altogether, the need

for additional work later. Be patient and let

the saw do the cutting - don’t force the wood



into the blade. Don’t be too critical of yourself though - it takes practice and even those of us

with years of experience still make plenty of mistakes!

7. Remove pattern

Now peel off the pattern pieces. If they won’t come

of easily then just dampen a rag with paint thinner

or white spirit and wipe on the pattern. That will

usually loosen it. Any

adhesive residue on

the wood surface can be removed by rubbing with the sticky

side of a piece of masking tape.

8. Arrange the cut pieces

 After each piece is cut I lay it on the backing. This way I keep a

track of where each piece goes. It’s also a good way to see how

the cutting is progressing.

9. Preparing to cut the petals

Here I’ve applied adhesive to the pattern pieces for

all the petals. I’ve chosen a light colored pine for

the petals and firmly pressed them onto the wood.

Line up the pattern with the grain as you see fit.

10. Marking cut pieces

After I cut a piece and before I remove the pattern I like to mark

a small cross on the back. This makes it easier to tell which

side is which when I drop one on the floor!

On patterns that have several similarly shaped pieces I will use

numbers on the pattern that I attach to the plywood backer and on the individual pieces to

avoid confusion.

11. Remove the fuzz

Most pieces when cut will have some fuzz around

the edges of the back. This is caused by the

blade breaking through the underside during

cutting. There’s not much you can do about it -

and it’s not a problem - just remove the fuzz by

sanding lightly.



12. Add the cut pieces to the backing

As each piece is cut I like to lay it in the correct

position on the backing.

At this stage it’s now beginning to look like the

“happy flower” it will become. Just a bit more

cutting to do!

13. More pieces cut

Now the leaves and

petals are all cut. By

now you can probably see why this is called the “cut and paste”

method - each piece is cut out and pasted onto the wood as a cutting

guide. Fred Martin will explain the trace method in the next section.

14. Cutting hardwoods

Hardwoods can sometimes pose a problem when

cutting. Burning can occur where the blade scorches

the wood. Clear packing tape applied to both sides of

the wood will help eliminate this and make the cutting

easier. The plastic and it’s adhesive are effectively

lubricating the blade. Remove the tape when you’ve

finished cutting.

15. Ready to sand

All the pieces have now been cut. You can see what it is now

and perhaps some people would want to stop here. That’s

not what we know as intarsia though, so now it’s time to start

shaping.

16. Shaping

This picture shows

rough shaping done to

the leaves and petals. Here’s where each individual has

the opportunity to use their imagination and create the

look they want. Precisely how you do this will depend

on what equipment you have. The trick is to do a little

bit at a time - you can always sand wood off but you

can’t put it back!



17. Shaped and Sealed

Notice the nose protrudes slightly? That’s

because I glued a 1/8” shim on the back to

raise it before shaping

I’ve sanded a groove in each of the petals

where a saw cut was made. I’ve also added

“creases” round the mouth. If you’d like to

see my method for doing this in more detail

just click here.

 

After all the shaping is done I applied a clear sealer to

each piece.

18. Cut the backing

Since the cut pieces rarely fit exactly on the original

pattern I mark around them and then cut the backing.

When cutting I try to stay just on the inside of the cut

line. This picture shows the backing cut and the pattern

about to be peel off.

19. Smooth the backing

I take the roughness off the back of the backing by sanding with

my orbital sander. Any sander will work - or even just holding a

piece of sandpaper in your hand.

20. Tidying up

I also put a slight round edge

all around the back of the

backing using a piece of sandpaper by hand.

21. Backing finish

I like to put a dark stain on all of my backings. Cover the entire

back and all round the edges, paying particular attention to those

edges with narrow cuts.
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22. Preparing for clear finish

I now go over each piece with a fine sandpaper

and then remove the dust with an air hose or

tack cloth.

Notice that the eyes were cut with thin stock.

This makes it easier to get very accurate cuts

and since they’re located internally on the

pattern a raising shim will not show.

23. Spray finishing aid

I like to use a sprayed finish. Small pieces aren’t

easy to spray so I make an aid to hold them.

I’m going to put a length of masking tape, sticky side

up, on a piece of 1/4” x 3/4” scrap wood. I use a

couple of short pieces of tape, one

to hold each end to the wooden

scrap. What you end up with is a

piece of masking tape stretched

on a thin piece of wood with the sticky side up.

Now the individual pieces can be pressed onto the spray stick. Space the

pieces out to allow for spraying all sides.

24. Applying the finish

I use a spray table which is actually

nothing more than a simple frame

with 1/4” chicken wire fence

stretched across it. When spraying

this helps prevent “blow back”

(deflected spray) which can ruin the finish.

I spray the clear finish on the tops and all sides of every

piece. Three coats is usually enough.

I’m careful not to spray on the backs of the pieces as this

would cause problems when gluing them to the backing.



25. Finish the backing

After the stain has dried on the backing I apply a

couple of coats of clear finish to the edges and the

back. Again, I’m careful to avoid the front as this will

make gluing a problem.

26. Final assembly

Once the clear finish is dry on all pieces

it’s time to do the final assembly!

Apply a small dab of glue to each piece

and press in place. I lay all of the loose

pieces on the backing before I start

gluing and make sure they all stay in the

correct position as I go.

27. All finished

So here you have the final

artwork. Wasn’t all that difficult,

was it. All there is left to do now

is attach a hanger



The “Trace” Method

By Fred Martin

The “Trace” method is

probably the first one used

in the modern intarsia era

and remains very

popular. Fred Martin

takes it a stage further

by making pieces so

accurately that they

stand together on their

own without a backing.

For those of us without

that level of skill, this

method can still be used but

with the addition of a backer just

as in the “Cut & Paste” method.

The plan for this lighthouse can be found here.

Introduction

When I started out, I made my intarsia pieces just like everyone else, but in time I began
questioning the need for a backer. The more intarsia I made, the more I pondered the
reason for the backer, until one day a customer made up my mind for good by questioning
“What are you hiding?”

The backing didn’t make the piece any stronger and sure didn’t make it look any better. It
just added more work. Plus, there was the old adage “You can tell the quality of a product by
looking at the back.” The advantage is that now the intarsia isn’t limited to wall mounting, but
can be displayed on an easel or its own stand.

The contouring and shaping is what really makes any intarsia. Remember, there are no flat
things in nature and there shouldn’t be on your piece. The thicker the wood you use, the



better the final results. I use 2002 GF glue because it has more solids than carpenter’s glue.

This allows it to fill small gaps. It is also stronger than 5-minute epoxy.

Instructions:

Transfer the pattern onto tracing paper, making

sure that the grain direction arrows are included.

Using tracing paper allows you to see the grain of

the wood as you mark the pieces. Select the wood

for the first piece, then, using the traced pattern

and transfer paper, mark and cut it to shape. Sand

the edges on an oscillating sander or sanding

drum mounted in a drill press to ensure that the

edges are square (Fig 1). Square perpendicular

edges are essential for the pieces to fit correctly.

After the edges are sanded, make sure you

remove any burrs on the back of the piece with

sandpaper or a bow sander. This allows the piece

to sit flat. Do this to every piece you cut.

Select the wood for the next piece, slide transfer

paper under the pattern, and place the first piece

in position. Mark this piece using the pattern and

the first piece as a guide (see Fig. 2). Once it’s cut

and fitted, tape the pieces together front and back

using duct tape. I use duct tape here because it is

stronger and adheres better than masking tape.

Continue marking, cutting, fitting, and taping

pieces together until the entire lighthouse is cut

out. Tip: smaller pieces can have the edges

squared before they are completely cut out,

making it safer on the fingers (see Fig. 3).

Remove the tape and drill blade entry holes for

the windows (these could also be painted or

burned). Cut out the windows (see Fig. 4).

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3

Fig 4



Bore a 3/8" hole for the round window and insert

the walnut plug.

Mark the pieces for the windows and cut each

one out (the draftsman’s pencil allows you to

extend the lead out so you can mark it as shown

in Fig. 5).

Apply glue all around the windows and slide them

in place (see Fig. 6). Don’t worry about the excess

glue here, it will be sanded off later.

The wood used for the sky is fairly wide and it is

easiest to edge glue thinner pieces together to get

the required width. I like to rip the boards and flip

them around to get the best colors for the sky.

Edge glue the boards together and let dry. Since

the sky is the lowest area on this intarsia, use the

thickness of these boards to mark where the

lighthouse contour lines should be (see Fig. 7).

Continue contouring using the previously shaped

piece to mark the next piece (see Fig. 8).

After contouring, use a bow sander or sandpaper

to blend and smooth each piece (see Fig. 9).

When all pieces are shaped and sanded, place

wax paper over the pattern. Using the accordion

glue bottle, apply glue to each piece (see Fig.

10) and assemble. Mark the clouds, then cut and

square the edges.

Lay the pattern for the sky on the wood and slide

transfer paper under it. Place the lighthouse and

clouds in position (see Fig. 11). Carefully scribe
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these lines, then cut, fit and contour the sky and

clouds.

Place wax paper over the pattern, then apply glue
to the left side of the sky (see Fig. 12), lower the
lighthouse into position, and insert the clouds.

Apply glue to the other half of the sky and attach
it to the lighthouse, again inserting the clouds.
Let dry.

You can fill gaps on the back by applying some
glue and rubbing it in (see Fig. 13). Shape and
contour the back edges and sand the back.

Apply finish of choice (see, there’s that expression
again!) and attach a hanger for wall mounting or
display on a stand.

NB: Only edge glue using the backless
method. Edge gluing pieces on a backer can
cause them to warp.

Fig 11

Fig 12

Fig 13



Happy Flower

by Newton R. Ferguson



The “crease” lines on petals, leaves and

mouth could be marked with a pyrography

(wood burning) tool.

If you want extra depth this can be created

by careful carving with a chisel or sculpting

with a rotary tool like a Dremel.

Newton’s own method is explained in detail

in the section on creases.

To assemble the complete plan print out this

and the next page then tape together using

the “targets” as a guide.











To assemble the complete plan print out this

and the next 3 pages then tape together

using the “targets” as a guide.















by Bob Beacham

Anubis



To assemble the complete plan print out this

and the next 2 pages then tape together

using the “targets” as a guide.





This plan is unusual for several reasons. The grain

all runs in the same direction, the entire plan is

made using one species of wood and the backing

board is used as part of the design.

We’ve done this in an attempt to mimic the stone

tablets of ancient Egypt and although we’ve used

sapele in this case any relatively straight grained

timber would produce a similar effect. A light timber

might perhaps give a look more closely resembling

stone, a dark timber might give a more aged effect.

We’ve also cut the pieces out of thinner stock than

usual in most cases. This gives the lower relief you

can see. Thicker material would simply produce a

greater degree of relief.

If you’re looking for an additional use for this piece,

we think it would look great as a box lid.

Alternatively you could produce two - one a mirror

image of the first - as a pair of doors for a small

cupboard.



The backing board should be

cut to roughly 242mm wide by

437mm tall (9.5” x 17.25”) and

shaped around the edges as

you please.

It is important that the surface

is really flat, as all other

pieces are glued to it.

The strip under Anubis’ feet is

cut to match and is

approximately 25mm (1”)

deep. Care is need to prevent

excess glue bleeding out

around the edges of the

pieces as this may effect your

final finish. For instance, if

using PVA, wipe off excess

immediately with a damp

cloth. Other glues may need

different treatment - check

manufacturer’s instructions.











To assemble the complete plan print out this

and the next 2 pages then tape together

using the “targets” as a guide.





The nostrils could simply be

painted on, but care is needed to

make sure the paint doesn’t “bleed”

into the wood.

The preferred method is to use a

pyrography (wood burning) tool.
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